Super Casino Follows Rafael Nadal’s Foray into the World of Poker
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The online gambling specialists at Super Casino have responded to news that the world number one tennis
player is to take part in a live Prague Poker Tournament.
The top seed has always been a fan of the card game and is looking forward to heading to the Czech
Republic on December 12th to play against some of the biggest names on the international poker circuit.
The 27 year old Spaniard will also be up against a number of other sporting legends who are yet to be
confirmed. Speaking about the upcoming event, Nadal describes the similarities between tennis and poker,
claiming that both are games of “skill that requires mental strength and the ability to out-think your
opponents.”
With one of the best selections of online casino games, Super Casino offer a wide variety of video poker
games (http://www.supercasino.com/games/video-poker). Having recently run a competition to give away two
tickets to the ATP Final in London in which Nadal played, the recent news was natural of great interest
to the team. A representative from the firm reflects on the comparisons between poker and tennis.
“As Nadal points out, there are a number of traits demonstrated by both tennis players and poker
players which are vital to their success, including focus, practice and of course a competitive edge.
It’s great to see some famous faces and world poker specialists getting involved in a big event for
charity and we wish Rafa the best of luck come December 12th.”
With live roulette games broadcast on Channel 5 and Sky channel 862, Super casino
(http://www.supercasino.com/) is the longest running and most popular online TV casino in the world.
Famous for providing a realistic gaming experience online, Supercasino.com offers games to suit a variety
of tastes, including roulette, blackjack, card games, table and video poker as well as a selection of
Super Casino slot games and arcade games.
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